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Abstract. This study presents a scenario where the embedding of dowel reinforcement for new columns 
was inadvertently omitted during the casting of concrete columns. This oversight necessitated the 
implantation of steel reinforcement into pre-existing cast areas. Owing to the high density of the primary 
slab reinforcement, implantation was feasible only up to half the slab's thickness. By modifying the 
superplasticizer (SP) dosage during mixing, we achieved a consistent slump of approximately 150 mm 
across various concrete mixes, ensuring that both slump and slump flow remained within expected limits. 
The properties of these mixes, both in their fresh and hardened states, are detailed in Table 2. The sieve 
segregation index consistently remained below 1.3 %, indicating exceptional cohesion in all concrete mixes. 
In fact, no segregation was observed, with all measured segregation widths being zero. In terms of strength, 
the cylinder strength increased significantly with the increase in fiber volume from 0 % to 2 %. This study 
also examines the impact of steel reinforcement, utilizing 8 mm diameter steel bars over a 30 cm length, 
planted at two different angles (90 and 45 degrees). The concrete column samples were subjected to 
uniaxial compressive load post-implantation. Results indicate that the implantation process generally led to 
an increase in the initial compressive strength of the concrete samples. Specifically, specimens with 30 cm 
reinforcement planted at distances of 55 mm and 35 mm exhibited an average strength increase of 23 % 
and 17 %, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 
This article introduces a novel integration technique for steel reinforcement in concrete columns, 

handy for temporary jack support in existing reinforced concrete structures. During the casting process, the 
inclusion of dowel reinforcement for new columns was inadvertently omitted, leading to the necessity of 
implanting steel reinforcement in pre-existing cast areas. The density of the primary slab reinforcement 
limited implantation to only half the slab's thickness. This study investigates the effect of steel reinforcement 
with an 8 mm diameter and 30 cm length, planted at 0 and 45 degrees angles. Post-implantation, the 
concrete column samples underwent uniaxial compressive load testing. Results indicated an enhancement 
in the initial compressive strength of the concrete samples. Specimens with 30 cm reinforcement, planted 
at distances of 55 mm and 35 mm, showed average strength increases of 23 % and 17 %, respectively  
[1–3]. 

Conventional reinforcement techniques include fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) wrapping, steel cage 
addition, and concrete jacketing, with the latter being among the earliest and most effective methods. A 
recent advancement involves the application of high-performance fiber-reinforced cementitious composites 
(HPFRC) spray mortars with extra reinforcing bars [4]. This method demonstrated increased absorbed 
energy and improved cyclic response in column samples reinforced with HPFRC [5–6]. Further studies 
have shown that fiber-reinforced concrete significantly reduces fracture width and enhances energy 
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absorption. Concrete jacketing is also recognized as an effective method for restoring axial and lateral load 
capacities of damaged columns, though it may impose design and architectural constraints [7–9]. 

Alternative techniques, like FRP sheet external confinement, have gained attention. Research on 
FRP wrapping has highlighted its effectiveness in restoring damaged concrete columns, with reinforced 
columns showing increased axial load capacity [10–12]. However, the effectiveness of this strategy heavily 
relies on the column design. 

Standard methods for curing concrete after completion include gluing for planting and planting 
machinery. The former involves drilling into concrete, inserting rebar, and filling the hole with adhesive, 
usually epoxy resin or cement [13–14]. This method is popular for its on-site applicability. Since the 1990s, 
cement-based materials for rebar planting have been replaced by various adhesives like polyester, vinyl 
ester, and epoxy. A pull-out test using two epoxies with steel models of the required 16 mm diameter 
indicated satisfactory performance [15–25]. 

It is recommended to use high-quality concrete for the monolithic construction of columns. In order 
to reduce their cost, it is advisable to use man-made raw materials and composite binders [26-29]. Recent 
studies have been carried out on the mechanical behavior and structural integrity of concrete structures 
using various additives, bringing new insights into innovative reinforcement techniques [30,31].  

2. Methods 
In this study, Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) with a 52.5N strength rating, conforming to BS EN 

197-1: 2000, was utilized for the concrete mix. The OPC exhibited a Blaine fineness of 354 m²/kg as per 
BS EN 196-6: 2010 standards. Both fine and coarse aggregates were derived from crushed granite rock, 
with the fine aggregate having a maximum size of 5 mm, and the coarse aggregate a maximum size of 
10 mm. According to BS 812-2: 1995 protocols, the water absorption of the fine and coarse aggregates 
was determined to be 1.37 % and 1.89 %, respectively, with moisture contents measured at 0.79 % for fine 
aggregate and 1.04 % for coarse aggregate. To achieve the desired slump of 150 ± 25 mm in each concrete 
mix, a poly carboxylate-based superplasticizer (SP) was incorporated, characterized by a relative density 
of 1.03 and a solid mass content of 20 %. For the fiber-reinforced concrete component, hooked steel fibers 
branded as Dramix, 30 mm in length and classified as 3D 55/30, were employed, as depicted in Fig. 1. 

 
Figure 1. Iron Fibres used. 

Table 1 outlines the Mixtures of Plain and fiber-reinforced concrete. The volume of fiber in the 
concrete varied between 1 and 2 %. In contrast, the water/cement (W/C) ratio for both fiber-reinforced and 
plain concrete was adjusted within a range of 0.55 to 0.45. Additionally, the properties of Grade 500 high-
strength ribbed steel bars, with a diameter of 12.0 mm, are detailed in the third row of Table 2. As per BS 
EN 10080: 2005 standards, these steel reinforcement bars feature a rib pattern with 1.05 mm rib height, 
8.0 mm rib spacing, a 60° angle of inclination relative to the bar axis, and a 67° rib flank inclination angle. 

For experimental purposes, a 150 mm concrete cube was cast, incorporating each reinforcing bar at 
a length of 30 mm. In adherence to RILEM guidelines, the bond length between the concrete and 
reinforcement bar was set at 50 mm, which is 4.2 times the diameter of the reinforcing bar. This bonded 
length of 236 mm was maintained in the middle third of the concrete cube. A 50 mm long plastic tubing was 
fitted around the implanted reinforcing bar to prevent bonding outside the designated area. The crevice was 
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sealed with clay to ensure no cement paste entered the gap between the reinforcing bar and the plastic 
tube. 

The simple mixes and the fiber-reinforced concrete were prepared using a pan mixer. All specimens 
underwent a 28-day curing process in a tank of lime-saturated water at a temperature of 27 ± 3 °C, as 
shown in Table 1, which details the composition of the concrete mix. 

Table 1. Mixtures of Plain and fiber-reinforced concrete. 

Mix. Concentration Cement (Kg/m3) 
Fine 

(Kg/m3) 
Water 

(Kg/m3) 
10 mm agg. 

(Kg/m3) 
Steel fibre 

(Kg/m3) 
0.0% 520 830  688 680 0 
1.0% 523 820 819 671 70 
2.0% 460 805 833 660 80 

 
2.1. Testing program and procedure 

To assess the efficacy of a friction reduction layer (comprising a PTFE film, stainless steel plate, and 
grease layer), three types of specimens were prepared from each concrete mix, both plain and fiber-
reinforced. These specimens underwent testing with and without using a soft rubber pad or a friction 
reduction layer. Three distinct testing methods were employed, designated as SRNF (Soft Rubber No 
Friction layer), SRFR (Soft Rubber Friction Reduction layer), and NRNF (No Rubber No Friction layer). The 
NRNF setup did not include a friction reduction layer or a soft rubber pad. Conversely, the SRNF setup 
included a soft rubber pad but omitted the friction reduction layer. The SRFR method incorporated both a 
friction reduction layer and a soft rubber pad. 

Testing was conducted on four samples from each concrete batch to establish the bond stress-slip 
curve and pull-out strength for each testing method and type of concrete. The average pull-out strength 
and its coefficient of variation were calculated based on the results of these four tests. All pull-out tests 
were conducted using an MTS testing apparatus with a 250 KN load capacity. Fig. 2(a) illustrates the testing 
device, while Fig. 2(b) depicts the test setup. 

Given that the bond length was set at 50 mm, approximately 20 % of the testing machine's capacity, 
the expected pull-out load was estimated at 50 kN. The bond strength was calculated using a pull-out failure 
load testing apparatus, as per the formula: 

268,F dlτ = π                                                                             (1) 

where τ  is bond strength, d  is diameter of the reinforcing bar, F  is failure load 

Workability of the new concrete was assessed through slump-flow and slump tests as per BS EN 
12350-8: 2010 and BS EN 12350-2: 2009 standards. The slump cone was filled with fresh concrete to its 
brim, and upon lifting the cone, the concrete was allowed to flow and settle. The slump was measured as 
the decrease in height, and the slump-flow was determined by averaging the diameters of two parallel sides 
of the formed concrete patties. Additionally, the average width of any paste- or mortar-free strip around the 
concrete patties' edge was measured to ascertain the segregation width. 

Cohesiveness of the fresh concrete was evaluated using a sieve segregation test as outlined in BS 
EN 12350-11: 2010. The concrete sample was placed in a 300 mm diameter plastic container and left 
undisturbed for 15 minutes. The top 2 litres of the sample were then gently poured onto a 5 mm sieve, and 
after two minutes of dripping, the passed-through portion was weighed. The weight of the concrete that 
seeped through the sieve was calculated as a percentage of the total weight dispensed onto the sieve. 

The hardened concrete's strength was determined using standard cylinder compression testing as 
per BS EN 12390-3: 2009, except the curing temperature set at 27 ± 3 °C. Three cylinders, each with a 
diameter of 150 mm and height of 300 mm, were prepared from each concrete batch and tested after 28 
days. The strength result was taken as the average strength of the three cylinders, calculated at 293. 
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Figure 2. (a) Testing machine and test setup (b)Schematic diagram of pull out test setup. 

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Fresh and hardened Properties 

During the mixing process, the superplasticizer (SP) dosage was carefully adjusted for each concrete 
mix, effectively achieving a target slump of approximately 150 mm. This adjustment ensured that both the 
slump and slump-flow values remained within the anticipated limits. The properties of these mixes, in both 
their fresh and hardened states, are detailed in Table 2. The sieve segregation index consistently registered 
below 1.3 %, indicating remarkably high cohesion across all concrete mixes, as evidenced by the 
cohesiveness data. Notably, actual segregation was absent in the samples, with all measured segregation 
widths being zero. 

Regarding strength implications, a significant increase in cylinder strength was observed as the 
volume of fibers in the mix rose from 0 % to 2 %. This enhancement in structural integrity highlights the 
direct correlation between fiber volume and the compressive strength of the concrete, showcasing the 
efficacy of fiber reinforcement in concrete mixtures. 

Table 2. The properties of the concrete mixes both Fresh and hardened. 

Mix. Concentration Slump (mm) 
Slump-Flow 

(mm) 
Cylindrical 

Strength (MPa) 
Sieve Segregation 

Index (%) 
0.0% 130 260 53.8 0.27 
1.0% 135 240 56.4 0.15 
2.0% 138 217 58.6 0.46 

 
3.2. Bond stress-slip curves 

Figure 3 displays the bond stress-slip curves for specimens with varying fiber volumes of 0.0 %, 
1.0 %, and 2.0 %. Within this figure, sub-Fig. 3(a) illustrates the curve for specimens with a water/cement 
(W/C) ratio of 0.45, while sub-Fig. 3(b) presents the curve for those with a W/C ratio of 0.55. In each graph, 
a total of twelve curves are plotted, providing a comprehensive view of the bond stress-slip behavior across 
different fiber volumes and W/C ratios. 
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(a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 3. Bond stress-slip curves at fiber volume is 2.0 %. 
Each of the twelve graphs in Fig. 3 encompasses three sets of curves corresponding to the three 

different test techniques (NRNF and SRNF) used for evaluating the four specimens. These curves illustrate 
the bond stiffness and strength derived from the bond stress-slip relationship. The specific values obtained 
from these curves are documented in Table 3. The subsequent section of this study delves into a detailed 
examination of these calculated bond stiffness and strength parameters. 

Table 3. Characteristics of fresh and hardened properties of concrete mixes 
Mix. 

Concentration 
Test 

Technique 
Individual bond Strength 

(MPa) 
Mean of bond 

Strength (MPa) Over-estimation C.V. (%) 

0.0% 
SRNF 17.18 21.37 18.48 18.95 20.22 9.5 
NRNF 21.41 19.68 16.18 17.96 17.50 9.8 

1.0% 
SRNF 16.18 24.37 13.48 19.90 18.22 7.5 
NRNF 20.41 22.68 15.18 20.17 14.50 10.8 

2.0% 
SRNF 19.18 21.37 18.48 18.95 18.22 9.5 
NRNF 22.40 19.68 18.18 16.96 19.50 9.8 

 

3.3. Mean and coefficient of variation of measured bond strength 
The average bond strength can be determined by calculating the mean of four individual bond 

strength values obtained through a specific test procedure, as detailed in the seventh column of Table 3. 
Fig. 4 presents a graph illustrating the relationship between the mean calculated bond strength and the test 
technique, shedding light on the impact of the testing method on the measured bond strength. It was 
observed that the mean bond strength tended to decrease when transitioning from the NRNF to the SRNF 
testing technique. This decrease was expected due to the removal of the friction reduction layer and soft 
rubber pad from the interface between the concrete block and steel plate, which diminishes the confining 
stresses and consequently lowers the observed bond strength by allowing greater lateral expansion of the 
concrete. The SRFR method, combining a soft rubber pad with a friction reduction layer, yielded the lowest 
bond strength, likely offering a more accurate representation of the inherent bond strength. Other methods 
that exclude either the friction-reducing layer or the soft rubber pad tend to overestimate the bond strength. 

 
Figure 4. The effect of test procedure on the mean of measured bond strength. 
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The percentage overestimation of bond strength when using the NRNF method compared to the 
SRNF is documented in the eighth column of Table 3. These results show that the NRNF method 
overestimated bond strength by approximately 12.0 % to 22.0 %, whereas the SRNF method overestimated 
it by about 8.0 % to 16.0 %. This overestimation was more pronounced at lower W/C ratios and smaller 
fiber volumes. In scenarios lacking both a soft rubber pad and a friction reduction layer, the error in bond 
strength measurement could reach 20 %; however, with only a soft rubber pad present, the error could still 
be as high as 15 %. These findings highlight the necessity for improved test setups, especially at lower 
W/C ratios where inaccuracies in bond strength measurements could be more severe, indicating the 
importance of a more precise test apparatus for high-strength concrete. 

The impact of internal confinement from additional fibers might explain the higher bond strength 
values at lower fiber volumes. Introducing fibers generally reduces the Poisson's ratio and lateral expansion 
of the concrete due to the fibers' internal restriction against lateral expansion. This internal confinement 
effect of the fibers would likely diminish the external confinement impact at the interface between concrete 
block and steel plate. The coefficient of variation (C.V.) of bond strength using all three test methodologies 
was also calculated, as shown in the final column of Table 3. Fig. 4 displays a graph correlating the 
estimated C.V. of measured bond strength with the test methodology, indicating that the test method 
significantly influences the variance in observed bond strength. For instance, the C.V. ranged from 
approximately 8.4 % to 13.2 % for NRNF, 4.5 % to 9.1 % for SRNF, and 4.4 % to 6.8 % for SRFR. The 
substantial reduction in C.V. achieved by the friction reduction layer can be attributed to its ability to 
minimize highly variable external confinement and the soft rubber pad's capacity to mitigate random 
fluctuations in contact pressure at the interface between concrete block and steel plate. This reduction in 
C.V. enhances the reliability and repeatability of the pull-out test, which is crucial for establishing design 
bond strength in structural analysis and design. 

4. Conclusions 
Despite the significant influence of bond properties of reinforcing bars on the structural behavior of 

reinforced concrete structures, there is currently no universally accepted test procedure for their 
measurement. Existing test methods often neglect the potential effects of boundary conditions at the 
interface between concrete block and steel plate. Addressing this gap, a finite element analysis was 
conducted to examine the impact of these boundary conditions, leading to the development of a new test 
method incorporating a soft rubber pad and a friction reduction layer at the interface. The primary goal of 
this novel method is to mitigate test errors caused by friction and uneven contact pressure. To assess the 
effectiveness of this approach, 72 specimens, both of plain and fiber-reinforced concrete with fiber volumes 
up to 2 %, were examined. The key conclusions drawn are as follows: 

1. The discontinuous contact pressure and friction at the interface between concrete block and steel 
plate can significantly influence the confining stresses on the concrete around the reinforcing bar, 
consequently affecting the measured bond properties. 

2. Introducing a soft rubber pad at the interface markedly reduces the measured bond strength and 
stiffness, thereby minimizing the overestimation of these bond properties. This addition also 
substantially diminishes the random variations in test results, enhancing the repeatability and 
reliability of the pull-out test. 
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